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Introduction:
Members of the salmonid family are present
worldwide and many of them are species of major
importance for aquaculture, wild stock fisheries or
recreational sport fisheries. Sex differentiation and sex
determination in salmonid species have been studied
since the early twenties [1, 2] and, from that moment on,
a lot of data has been gathered on this topic both because
of its importance for fisheries and aquaculture and
because salmonids can be excellent research models [3].
This communication will review some of the available
published knowledge on sex differentiation and sex
determination in salmonid species along with some
results obtained from genomic, genetic and expression
screens studies that have been carried out recently in our
laboratory.
All salmonid species in which sex determination has
been studied in details thus far belong to the Salmoninae
subfamily and they possess a male heterogametic sex
determination system (XY/XX) (reviewed in [4]). This
strict genetic system has been used to produce genetic
all-male and all-female populations (all XX or all XY
individuals) that are now one major experimental feature
allowing to work on male and female sex differentiation
at very early developmental stages when the gonad is not
yet histologically differentiated. We extensively used
these monosex populations to compare the early steps of
rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) male and female
gonadal differentiation using microarrays, in situ
hybridization screens and next generation sequencing
(NGS).
Results and Discussion:
Our recent results first demonstrated that gonadal
differentiation starts prior to any histological
differentiation and much earlier than initially thought.
The first sexually dimorphic gene expression patterns
were detected around hatching (30 days post fertilization
= 30 dpf). Among these early actors, the estrogen
synthesis potentiality of the differentiating ovary was
confirmed to be crucial [5], with an early and femalespecific expression of ovarian aromatase (cyp19a1a).
We also found that follistatin (fst) is the earliest gene coexpressed with cyp19a1a in the differentiating ovary
th

suggesting that fst is also a key player in ovarian
differentiation and a potential regulator of cyp19a1a
expression (Nicol et al., this meeting). In situ
hybridization screens revealed an unexpected complexity
of the early differentiating gonads but also that these
gonads are already well structured. For instance, we
identified that transforming growth factor beta 2 (tgfb2)
expression pattern clearly delimits the ventral epithelium
of the differentiating gonads. A lot of these new actors of
the gonadal sex differentiation cascade were identified
from microarray screens, but we recently switched to
NGS to identify novel genes that would be specifically
expressed in embryonic male or female gonads. Using
Roche’s 454 Titanium sequencing technology we
compared cDNA libraries made from male and female
embryonic gonads sampled a few days after hatching.
We were thus able to characterize a novel gene that
could be a prime candidate as a rainbow trout master sex
determining gene. This gene is expressed only during
testicular differentiation and tightly linked to the Y
chromosome (Yano et al., this meeting). Furthermore,
even though rainbow trout sex determination is mainly
genetic, some recent studies also report that temperature
can influence gonadal sex differentiation leading to
skewed sex ratio [6, 7]. Using a genetic all-female
rainbow trout population carrying a masculinizing
mutation [8] we demonstrated that rearing larvae at high
temperature can increase the masculinization rate of this
population (Valdivia et al., this meeting) and that
cyp19a1a was down-regulated during gonadal
differentiation in these mutated populations.
Conclusion:
By combining various genomics approaches we now
have a better understanding of the early steps of gonadal
sex differentiation in rainbow trout including the first sex
determination switch acting at the top of the gene
cascade.
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